Greenland Patrol saluted
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U.S. Coast Guard Academy Cadet First Class Nyrel Cederstrom, right, Cmdr. Scott Rogerson, commander of the United States Coast Guard International Ice Patrol, second from right, and academy Chaplain Kyle Faunteroy and members of the ice patrol, back, salute as Cederstrom presents the wreath for dedication Friday at the academy's Crown Park in New London to remember the sacrifices and dedication of the Coast Guard's World War II Greenland Patrol. The Greenland Patrol patrolled the North Atlantic off Greenland from 1940 to 1945. The wreath dedicated will be deployed from an Ice Patrol C-130 aircraft over the North Atlantic in the area of the patrolled waters during a routing iceberg reconnaissance in June.
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Ah, fathers. Always willing to throw the ball, bait the hook, walk you down the aisle. Honor your dad this Father's Day by sending us your favorite photo of you and him.